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safeTy InsTruCTIOns - DefInITIOn Of Terms

reaD anD fOllOW THese InsTruCTIOns
saVe THese InsTruCTIOns

WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could 
result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may 
result in minor or moderate injury.

NOTICE
used without the safety alert symbol indicates a potential situation which, if 
not avoided, may result in an undesirable result or state, including  
property damage.

!

!

Introduction
Historical Experience
Based on over twenty years experience in the butterfly  
industry, Bray can state without question the majority of all 
field problems for resilient seated butterfly valves are directly 
related to poor installation procedures. For this reason, it is 
very important all distributor salespeople educate their cus-
tomers regarding proper installation of resilient seated butter-
fly valves. 

Butterfly Valve Seat / Disc Function
Before reviewing the proper installation, maintenance, and re-
pair procedures for resilient seated butterfly valves, let’s dis-
cuss the seat-disc function of a butterfly valve. The seat in a 
resilient seated butterfly valve has molded o-rings on its flange 
face. As a result, no gaskets are required as these o-rings 
serve the function of a gasket. The flange face and molded o-
rings of the seat extend beyond the body face-to-face to ensure 
sealing at the flange faces. The seat material, which extends 
past the face is compressed in installation and flows toward 
the center of the valve seat I.D. 

In essence, the elastomer seat acts as a liquid, and the  
displaced elastomer moves toward the point of least resis-
tance. The seat I.D. of all resilient seated butterfly valves 
is smaller than the disc O.D. This difference, the disc-seat 
interference, plus the increased interference due to the elas-
tomer movement toward the seat center after installation, 
has been engineered so as to be the basis for pressure rat-
ing capability and the related seating/unseating torques. Any 

change in this interference due to improper installation 
directly affects the pressure rating and seating/unseating 
torques.

Finally, unlike many valve types, the resilient seated  
butterfly valve’s disc actually extends beyond the face of the 
valve body at given angles of opening (say, 30° or more) 
when installed between flanges. 

CAUTION

It is very important before installation to ensure the criti-
cal chord dimension of the disc at the full open position 
is less than the adjacent pipe flange I.D.

Shipment & Storage
A. The seat, disc, stem and bushing of the resilient seated 

butterfly valve should be coated with silicone lubricant 
unless specified otherwise as recommended by Bray 
Technical Bulletin 1028.

B. The disc should be positioned at 10° open.  
Note: See page 2 for special considerations for valves 
with spring return actuators.

C. Valves should be stored indoors with a preferred tempera-
ture range from 40° F (4°C) to 85° F (29°C).

D. When valves are stored for a long time, open and close 
the valves once every 3 months.

E. Ship and store valves so that no heavy loads are  
applied to the bodies.

!
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Piping and Flanged Compatibilities

Piping
These valves have been engineered so that the 
critical disc chord dimension at the full open posi-
tion will clear the adjacent inside diameter of most 
types of piping, including Schedule 40, lined pipe, 
heavy wall, etc.

Metal Flanges
Resilient seated butterfly valves have been designed 
to be suitable for all types of flanges (ASME, DIN, 
JIS and other international flange standards), whether 
flat-faced, raised face, slip-on, weld-neck, etc. Proper 
alignment of any butterfly valve between flanges is 
critical to good performance of the valve. The flange 
bolts must also be evenly tightened around the cir-
cumference of the valve, providing consistent flange 
compression of the molded o-ring in the seat face. 

Since Bray does not recommend the use of gaskets 
between flanges on resilient seated butterfly valves, 
a uniform flange face is critical to proper valve 
sealing. Most weld-neck and slip-on flanges con-
forming to ASME specifications have an appropri-
ate flange face. Types A and B butt-weld stub-end 
flanges also provide a suitable mating surface for 
the molded o-ring. 

It should be noted that Type C butt-weld stub-end 
flanges have an “as formed” flange face. The vary-
ing surface of this flange face can create sealing 
problems between any resilient-seated butterfly 
valve and the flange face. For this reason, Type C 
flanges are not recommended for use with resilient-
seating butterfly valves.

Non-Metallic Flanges
When non-metallic flanges, such as plastic or PVC, 
are used with resilient seated butterfly valves, care 
must be taken not to over-tighten the flange bolts. 
The inherent flexibility of these non-metallic flange 
materials allow them to be over-tightened relatively 
easily. Flexing caused by this over-tightening can 
actually reduce the compression of the valve be-
tween the flanges, causing leaks between the valve 
and the flange face. Proper alignment and firm, 
even, but not excessive tightening of flange bolts 

are especially important with non-metallic flanges. 
In some cases, non-metallic flanges of low quality 
will not mate tightly with butterfly valves regardless 
of the care taken during installation.

Valves with Spring Return Actuators

1. Fail Closed Assemblies
If the valve is supplied with an actuator, the butterfly 
valve is shipped in the full closed position (as no 
air pressure is present to compress the springs and 
open the disc).

CAUTION

Installing the valve with the disc in the full closed 
position may create a compression set on the seat 
causing higher than expected torques or premature 
seat failure. It is recommended to:
• Remove the actuator. Be sure to scribe the valve and 

actuator to ensure the re-installed actuator is in the 
exact same quadrant as originally configured

• Install the valve per the attached installation tag 
instructions

• Re-install the actuator ensuring it is in the proper 
quadrant

2. Fail Open Assemblies
If the valve is supplied with an actuator, the butterfly 
valve disc is shipped in the full open position (as 
no air pressure is present to compress the springs 
and close the valve disc.) The sealing surface, or 
disc edge, is therefore exposed. Damage to that 
surface will cause premature seat failure.

CAUTION

Use caution installing the valve being careful not to 
damage the disc edge. It is recommended to:
• Remove the actuator. Be sure to scribe the valve and 

actuator to ensure the re-installed actuator is in the 
exact same quadrant as originally configured

• Install the valve per the attached installation tag 
instructions

• Re-install the actuator ensuring it is in the proper 
quadrant

!

Installation Considerations – Piping and Valve Orientation and Placement

!
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INCORRECT INSTALLATION

CORRECT INSTALLATION

Stem (Vertical)

Stem (Horizontal)

FLOW

FLOWFLOW

Sludge builds up on disc

Sludge passes under disc

3. Valve Location
a. Resilient seated butterfly valves should be 

installed if possible a minimum of 6 pipe di-
ameters from other line elements, i.e., elbows, 
pumps, valves, etc. of course, 6 pipe diameters 
are not always practical, but it is important to 
achieve as much distance as possible.

b. Where the resilient seated butterfly valve 
is connected to a check valve or pump, use 
an expansion joint between them to ensure 
the disc does not interfere with the adjacent 
equipment.

4. Valve Orientation
a. In general, Bray recommends the resilient 

seated valve be installed with the stem in the 
vertical position and the actuator mounted 
vertically directly above the valve; however, 
there are those applications as discussed 
below where the stem should be horizontal. 
NOTE: Bray does not recommend valves 
be installed in an upside-down position.

b. For slurries, sludge, mine tailing, pulp 
stock, dry cement, and any media with 
sediment or particles, Bray recommends 
the resilient seated valve be installed with 
the stem in the horizontal position with 
the lower disc edge opening in the down-
stream direction.
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Pump Shaft
(Horizontal)

Pump Shaft
(Horizontal)

Stem (Horizontal) Stem (Vertical)

FLOW FLOW

Pump Shaft
(Vertical)

Suction Suction

Stem 
(Vertical)

Stem
(Horizontal)

Pump Shaft
(Vertical)

FLOW FLOW

INCORRECT INSTALLATION CORRECT INSTALLATION

Pump Shaft
(Vertical)

Pump Shaft
(Vertical)

Stem
(Vertical)

FLOW FLOW

Suction Suction
Stem
(Horizontal)

c.  Resilient seated butterfly valve located at the discharge of a pump should be oriented as follows: 

ii.)  Centrifu-
gal Pump – 
Pump shaft 
vertical & 
stem  
horizontal

i.)  For  
centrifugal 
Pump – Pump 
shaft horizon-
tal and stem 
vertical

iii.)  Axial 
Pump – Pump 
shaft vertical 
& stem  
vertical

Valve Orientation (Continued)
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INCORRECT INSTALLATION CORRECT INSTALLATION

Stem
(Horizontal)

Stem
(Vertical)

FLOW FLOW

Stem
(Horizontal)

Stem
(Vertical)

FLOW FLOW

Stem
(Horizontal)

Stem
(Vertical)

FLOW FLOW

d.  Butterfly valves located downstream of a bend or pipe reducer should be oriented as follows:

ii.)  Tee

i.)  Bend

iii.)  Pipe  
Reducer

Valve Orientation (Continued)
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e. Butterfly valves in combination for control/isolation applications should be installed as follows:

FLOW

INCORRECT INSTALLATION CORRECT INSTALLATION

FLOW

Combination with all valve stems in the same 
direction accelerates possible noise, vibration, 
& erosion problems.

Combination with the stem of the control 
valve at right angle to those of other valves 
tends to cancel the drift of the fluid, and re-
duces noises, vibration, and erosion.

Installation Procedure

A.  General Installation
1. Make sure the pipeline and pipe flange faces are 

clean. Any foreign material such as pipe scale, 
metal chips, welding slag, welding rods, etc., can 
obstruct disc movement or damage the disc or 
seat.

2. The Bray elastomer seat has molded o-rings  
on the face of the seat. As a result, no  
gaskets are required as these o-rings serve 
the function of a gasket.

3. Align the piping and then spread the pipe flang-
es a distance apart so as to permit the valve 
body to be easily dropped between the flanges 
without contacting the pipe flanges (see figure 
1 page 6).

4. Check to see that the valve disc has been  
positioned to a partially open position, with 
the disc edge about 1/2 inch to 3/8 inch  
inside the face of the seat, (approxi-
mately 10° open) (see figure 1 page 6) 
Note: See page 2 for special consideration 
for valves with spring return actuators.

5. Insert the valve between the flanges as shown 
in figure 1 of page 6, taking care not to damage 
the seat faces. Always pick the valve up by the 
locating holes or by using a nylon sling on the 
neck of the body. 

WARNING

Never pick up the valve by the actuator or opera-
tor mounted on top of the valve.

Valve Orientation (Continued)

!
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Figure 1 – Insert Resilient Seated Butterfly Valve Between Flanges

CAUTION

Pipe not spread, disc opened beyond valve 
body face; Results; Disc edge damaged when 
it hits pipe flange.

Pipe spread and aligned, disc rotated;  
Results; no undesirable beginning seating/
unseating torque, disc edge protected.

6. Place the valve between the flanges, center it, 
and then span the valve body with all flange bolts, 
but do not tighten the bolts. Carefully open the disc 
to the full open position, making sure the disc does 
not hit the adjacent pipe I.D. Now systematically 
remove jack bolts or other flange spreaders, and 
hand-tighten the flange bolts as shown in Figure 2 

below. Very slowly close the valve disc to ensure 
disc edge clearance from the adjacent pipe flange 
I.D. Now open the disc to full open and tighten all 
flange bolts per specification as shown in Figure 
2. Finally, repeat a full close to full open rotation 
of the disc to ensure proper clearances (See figures 
3 & 4 page 7).

INCORRECT INSTALLATION CORRECT INSTALLATION

Figure 2 – Flange Bolt Tightening Pattern

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

!
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Figure 3 – Initial Centering & Flanging of Valve

INCORRECT INSTALLATION CORRECT INSTALLATION

Gasket

Disc in closed position; gaskets used; Results 
– Seat distorted and over-compressed causing 
high initial unseating torque problems.

Bolts snugged, not torqued tight, disc edge 
within body face-to-face but not fully closed, 
no flange gaskets; Results: No disc edge  
damage, proper sealing allowed.

Figure 4 – Final Aligning & Tightening of Flange Bolts

INCORRECT INSTALLATION CORRECT INSTALLATION
Piping misaligned; Results Disc O.D. strikes 
pipe I.D. causing disc edge damage, increased 
torque & leakage. Seat face o-rings will not 
seal properly with incorrectly aligned piping.

Piping aligned properly when bolts tightened, 
disc in full open position; Results – disc clears 
adjacent pipe I.D., seat face seals properly, no 
excessive initial torque.
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When resilient seated butterfly valves are to be  
installed between ASME welding type flanges, care 
should be taken to abide by the following procedure to 
ensure no damage will occur to the seat:

1. Place the valve between the flanges with the 
flange bores and valve body aligned properly. 
The disc should be in the 10° open position.

2. Span the body with the bolts.
3. Take this assembly of flange-body-flange and 

align it properly to the pipe.
4. Tack weld the flanges to the pipe.
5. When tack welding is complete, remove the 

bolts and the valve from the pipe flanges  
and complete the welding of the flang-
es. Be sure to let the pipe and flanges cool  
before installing the valve.

CAUTION

Never complete the welding process (after tacking) 
with the valve between pipe flanges. This causes 
severe seat damage due to heat transfer.

Installation of Bray PTFE Seated Butterfly Valves 
in Plastic Flanges.

Bray recommends the following guidelines when PTFE 
Seated Valves are installed between plastic flanges:

1. The valve body should be coated with epoxy, not 
nylon. The extra thickness of the nylon coating 
slightly reduces the seat compression, and every 
advantage to maximize seat compression should 
be taken with plastic flanges.

2. The plastic flange can be either one piece 
construction, or two piece construction comprised 
of a stub end and a backup ring.

3. The plastic flange style can be butt-weld, socket 
or slip-on, but butt-weld and socket are preferred.

4. The plastic flange face must be flat. Concave 
and convex flange faces are not acceptable. This 
includes flange faces that were originally flat 
but later distorted into a concave shape by over 
tightening the flange bolts.

5. The plastic flange face surface may have grooves 
or serrations, provided the grooves do not exceed 
.100” (2.54 mm) in width or .020” (.508 mm) in 
depth. If the grooves are less than .100” (2.54 mm) 
in width, the groove depth must not exceed the 
width. However, fine conentric or “phonograph 
record” grooves are acceptable regardless of the 
groove depth.

6. Flange gaskets must not be used with PTFE seats, 
since they create an uncontrolled over compression 
that can buckle the PTFE and damage the seat. 
If a damaged face, a flange gasket can appear to 
cure the leak to atmosphere, while simultaneously 
damaging the PTFE seat and creating a second leak 
across the disc or up the stem hole. Leaks across 
the plastic flange must be cured without the use of 
gaskets, by proper selection and installation of the 
flange.

7. The bolts holding plastic flanges should be 
installed in strict conformance to the recommended 
practices of the plastic flange manufacturer. This 
usually involves aligning the flanges accurately, 
using lubricated bolts, and tightening the bolts in 
the proper sequence and to the specified torque. 
Uniform stress across the flange prevents leakage.

Maintenance and Repair

The many Bray features minimize wear and maintenance requirements. No routine lubrication is re-
quired. All components – stem, disc, seat, bushing, stem seal, etc., are field replaceable, no  
adjustment is required. If components require replacement, the valve may be removed from the line by placing the 
disc in the near closed position, then supporting the valve and removing the flange bolts. 

WARNING No valve maintenance, including removal of manual or power actuators, should be 
performed until the piping system is completely depressurized.

!

!
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Appendix A

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions

Series 20/21 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Disassembly 

1. Remove handle, gear operator or power actuator from actuator mounting flange.

2. Remove the body bolts and pull the lower body half away from the seat.

3. Pull the seat and disc stem from the upper body half.

4. Remove bushing and seal from the upper body.

5. Push the seat into an oval shape and remove the disc stem by withdrawing the short stem end first.

Assembly

1. Push the long stem end of the disc into the seat.

2. Then push the seat over the disc’s short stem.

3. Place the disc stem and seat into the upper body half.

4. Align the lower body with the upper body and position lower body in the seat. 

NOTICE The body halves have a matching casting node on one side only to ensure 
correct assembly of body halves.

5. Replace the body bolts and tighten.

6. Install the stem seal, then the stem bushing.

Note: It is recommended that the stem bushing be coated with a light amount of silicone grease 
before installation in the valve body. This coating of silicone grease will assist in keeping the 
stem bushing in the valve body until an actuator is mounted on the valve.

7. Replace handle, manual gear operator or power actuator on the actuator mounting flange. 
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Appendix B

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions

Series 22/23 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Disassembly – 

1. Remove the handle, gear operator, or power actuator from actuator mounting flange.

2. Remove the “Spirolox”® retaining ring and the two C-ring stem retainers from the stem hole.

3. Then remove the stem, bushing and seal.

4. Remove the disc from the seat, protecting the disc edge at all times.

5. Remove the seat energizer from the stems and seat.

6. Remove the lower and upper stems from the disc or remove the lower stem if the upper stem is con-
nected to the disc

7. Compress the seat just enough to allow the disc to be removed along with the seal capsules.

8. Remove the retainer bushing and upper stem seal.

Assembly – 

1. Install the stem bearings in upper and lower body halves.

2. Place the body seal strip on the lower body half, overlapping the body width by approximately 0.19” 
on both sides.

3. Press the seat to make the I.D. elliptical, then insert the shaft seals and place the disc into the seat. 
Rotate the disc hubs into alignment with the seat.

4. Insert the upper and lower stems.

5. Slip one seat energizer strip onto the lower portion of the upper shaft.

6. Insert the upper shaft with the pre-installed seat energizer strip into the disc/seat sub assembly.

7. Drive the upper shaft into the disc and slip one seat energizer strip onto the lower shaft.

8. Rotate the disc into the open position and insert the disc/seat/stems/energizer sub assembly into the 
upper body half.

9. Place the lower body half over the seat, and ensure that both body halves are properly aligned (iden-
tified by cast-on markings.

10. Attach and tighten the body fasteners.
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SERIES 22/23
RESILIENT SEATED BUTTERFLY VALVES
1. BODY
2. DISC
3. SEAT
4. UPPER STEM
5. LOWER STEM
6. BUSHING
7. UPPER STEM SEAL
8. SEAL CAPSULE
9. BEARING
10. SEAT ENERGIZER
11. CAP SCREW
12. RETAINER
13. BODY SEAL
14. ID TAG

11

11

13

13

9

5

3
8

8

2

3

10

4

9 1

14

7

6

12
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Appendix C

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions

Series 30/31 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Disassembly – 

1. Remove the handle, gear operator, or power actuator from actuator mounting flange.

2. Remove the “Spirolox”® retaining ring and the two C-ring stem retainers from the stem hole.

3. Then remove the stem, bushing and seal.

4. Remove the disc from the seat, protecting the disc edge at all times.

5. Push the seat into an oval shape, and then remove the seat from the body.

Assembly – 
 
1. Push the valve seat into an oval and push it into the body with seat stem holes aligned to body stem 

holes. 

NOTICE When installing the seat the larger hole should be on top and the smaller hole 
should be on bottom.

2. Insert stem seal and bushing.

3. Push stem into the stem hole of the body until the bottom of the stem is flush with the inner top edge 
of the seat.

4. Install a light coating of silicone or grease on the I.D. of seat. Insert the disc into the seat by  
lining up the disc holes with the stem holes of the seat.  
 
Note: The broached double “D” flats in the disc must be toward the bottom of the valve body.

5. With a downward pressure and rotating the stem back and forth, push the stem until the stem touches 
the bottom of the body stem hole.

6. Make certain that when pushing the stem through the disc bottom, the broached flats of stem and 
disc are aligned.

7. Replace the stem bushing and two stem retainers, then replace the “Spirolox”® retaining ring back 
into position.

8. Replace handle, manual gear operator or power actuator on the actuator mounting flange. 
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Appendix D

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions

Series 3A/3AH Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Disassembly – 

1. Remove the handle, gear operator, or power actuator from actuator mounting flange.

2. Remove the “Spirolox”® retaining ring and the two C-ring stem retainers from the stem hole.

3. Then remove the stem, bushing and seal.

4. Remove the disc from the seat, protecting the disc edge at all times.

Note: The seat is bonded to the body and is not easily field replaceable.  Please contact your local Bray 
representative for seat replacement.

Assembly – 
 
1. Insert stem seal and bushing.

2. Push stem into the stem hole of the body until the bottom of the stem is flush with the inner top edge 
of the seat.

3. Install a light coating of silicone or grease on the I.D. of seat. Insert the disc into the seat by lining up 
the disc holes with the stem holes of the seat.  
 
Note: The broached double “D” flats in the disc must be toward the bottom of the valve body.

4. With a downward pressure and rotating the stem back and forth, push the stem until the stem touches 
the bottom of the body stem hole.

5. Make certain that when pushing the stem through the disc bottom, the broached flats of stem and 
disc are aligned.

6. Replace the stem bushing and two stem retainers, then replace the “Spirolox”® retaining ring back 
into position.

7. Replace handle, manual gear operator or power actuator on the actuator mounting flange. 
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 SERIES 3A/3AH
        RESILIENT SEATED BUTTERFLY VALVES

1. BODY
2. SEAT
3. DISC
4. STEM
5. STEM SEAL
6. STEM BUSHING
7. STEM RETAINER
8. THRUST WASHER
9. RETAINING RING

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
9
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Appendix E

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions

Series 31H Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Disassembly – 

1. Remove the handle, gear operator, or power actuator from actuator mounting flange.

2. Remove the “Spirolox”® retaining ring and the two C-ring stem retainers from the stem hole.

3. Then remove the stem, bushing and seal.

4. Remove the disc from the seat, protecting the disc edge at all times.

Note: Valve is provided with the seat bonded to the body and therefore is not easily field re-
placeable. Please contact your local Bray representative for seat replacement.

Assembly – 
 
1. Insert stem seal and bushing.

2. Push stem into the stem hole of the body until the bottom of the stem is flush with the inner top edge 
of the seat.

3. Install a light coating of silicone or grease on the I.D. of seat. Insert the disc into the seat by lining up 
the disc holes with the stem holes of the seat.  
 
Note: The broached double “D” flats in the disc must be toward the bottom of the valve body.

4. With a downward pressure and rotating the stem back and forth, push the stem until the stem touches 
the bottom of the body stem hole.

5. Make certain that when pushing the stem through the disc bottom, the broached flats of stem and 
disc are aligned.

6. Replace the stem bushing and two stem retainers, then replace the “Spirolox”® retaining ring back 
into position.

7. Replace handle, manual gear operator or power actuator on the actuator mounting flange. 
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 SERIES 31H
RESILIENT SEATED BUTTERFLY VALVES

1. BODY (S30 WAFER STYLE SHOWN)
2. SEAT
3. DISC
4. STEM
5. STEM SEAL
6. STEM BUSHING
7. STEM RETAINER
8. THRUST WASHER
9. RETAINING RING
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Appendix F

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions
Series 31U Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Disassembly  – 

1. Remove the handle, gear operator, or power actuator from actuator mounting flange.

2. Remove the “Spirolox”® retaining ring and the two C-ring stem retainers from the stem hole.

3. Then remove the top stem bushing and seal, upper stem and retaining rod.

4. Remove the disc from the seat, protecting the disc edge at all times.

5. The upper and lower stem bearings will remain in the valve behind the seat.

 Note:  The seat is bonded to the body and is not easily field replaceable.  
 Please contact your local Bray representative for seat replacement.

Assembly  – 

1. Install a light coating of silicone or grease on the I.D. of seat.

2. Insert the lower stem inside the disc before inserting the disc into the seat.

3. Insert the disc into the seat by lining up the disc holes with the stem holes of the seat.

4. Line up the disc using a T-Bar (Allan key style)

5. With a downward pressure and rotating the T-Bar back and forth, push the lower stem until the 
lower stem touches the bottom of the body stem hole recess.

Note: The broached double “D” flats in the disc must be toward the bottom of the valve body.

6. Make certain that when pushing the stem through the disc bottom, the broached flats of  stem and 
disc are aligned.

7. Insert the spacer bar and upper stem into the disc and valve.

8. Replace the top stem bushing and seal and two stem retainers.

9. Then replace the two “C” ring stem retainers and the “Spirolox”®  retaining ring back into position 
in the top stem hole.

Note:  It is recommended that a torque and seat test be done to confirm all is in order with the 
maintenance of the valve.

10. Replace the handle, manual gear operator or power actuator on the actuator mounting flange.
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SERIES 31U
RESILIENT SEATED BUTTERFLY VALVES

1. BODY
2. DISC
3. UPPER STEM
4. LOWER STEM
5. SEAT
6. BEARING
7. STEM SEAL
8. STEM BUSHING

9. STEM RETAINER 
C WASHERS

10. UPPER THRUST  
WASHER 

11. RETAINING RING
12. LOWER THRUST WASHER
13. SPACER
14. SEAL PLUG
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Appendix G

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions
Series 32/33 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Disassembly – 

1. Remove the gear operator or power actuator from the actuator mounting flange.

2. Secure the valve in a horizontal position with the taper-pin nuts facing upward. 

CAUTION

Prior to removal of the valve stem the valve disc must be secured and sup-
ported to insure it does not drop out of the valve body once the stem is 
removed.  Lay the valve down with two wood blocks located under the disc 
at the 6 o’clock and 12 o’clock positions making sure the blocks are in close 
contact with the disc but not supporting the valve. 

3. Remove the packing gland by removing the retaining screws and sliding the gland off the top of the 
stem.

4. Remove bottom plate and thrust bearing to expose bottom of stem.

5. Remove nuts and washers from ends of taper pins and drive taper pins out of the disc. Avoid damag-
ing the disc coating or surface when removing taper-pins.

6. Once taper-pins are removed, drive the stem, bushing, and packing out of the valve body through the 
top.

7. Remove the disc from the seat, protecting disc edge at all times.

8. Push the seat into an oval shape, and then remove the seat from the body.

!
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Appendix G (Cont’d)

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions
Series 32/33 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Assembly – 

1. Replace bottom thrust bearing and plate.

2. Push the seat into an oval and push it into the body with seat stem holes aligned to body stem holes.

3. De-bur taper-pin grooves in the stem.

4. Push stem into stem hole of body until the bottom of the stem is flush with the inner top edge of the 
seat.  
 
Note: The end of the stem containing the keyway must be toward the top of the valve body. 

5. Install a light coating of silicone or grease on the I.D. of the seat.

6. Insert the disc into the seat by lining up the disc hole with the upper stem hole of the seat.

7. With a downward pressure and rotating the stem back and forth, push the stem until the stem touches 
the bottom of the body stem hole. 
 
Note:  Make certain that when pushing the stem to the bottom of the body, the taper-pin 
grooves in the stem line up with the holes in the disc face.

8. Tap the taper-pins into their holes from the large side of the hole, making sure the pins fit tightly in 
the hole and allow no movement of the stem in the disc. 
 
Note: Ensure that the taper-pin o-rings are in place before completing valve assembly. 

9. Replace the washers and nuts on the ends of the taper-pins.

10. Replace bushing, packing, and packing gland, and then tighten the retaining screws snugly.

11. Replace manual gear operator or power actuator on the actuator mounting flange. 
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Appendix H

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions
Series 35/36 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

(Taper Pin Disc/Stem Connection)

Disassembly – 

1. Remove the gear operator or power actuator from the actuator mounting flange.

2. Secure the valve in a horizontal position with the taper-pin nuts facing upward. 

CAUTION

Prior to removal of the valve stem the valve disc must be secured and sup-
ported to insure it does not drop out of the valve body once the stem is re-
moved.  Lay the valve down with two wood blocks located under the disc at 
the 6 o’clock and 12 o’clock positions making sure the blocks are in close 
contact with the disc but not supporting the valve. 

3. Remove the packing gland by removing the retaining screws and sliding the gland off the top of the 
stem.

4. Remove bottom plate and thrust bearing to expose bottom of stem.

5. Remove nuts and washers from ends of taper pins and drive taper pins out of the disc. Avoid damag-
ing the disc coating or surface when removing taper-pins.

6. Once taper-pins are removed, drive the stem, bushing, and packing out of the valve body through the 
top.

7. Remove the disc from the seat, protecting disc edge at all times.

8. Push the seat into an oval shape, and then remove the seat from the body.

Note: Valves 54” and larger are provided with the seat bonded to the body and therefore is not eas-
ily field replaceable. Please contact your local Bray representative for seat replacement.

!
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Appendix H (Cont’d)

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions
Series 35/36 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

(Taper Pin Disc/Stem Connection)

Assembly – 

1. Replace bottom thrust bearing and plate.

2. Push the seat into an oval and push it into the body with seat stem holes aligned to body stem holes. 
 
Note:  Valves 54” and larger are provided with the seat bonded to the body and therefore is not 
easily field replaceable. Please contact your local Bray representative for seat replacement.

3. De-bur taper-pin grooves in the stem.

4. Push stem into stem hole of body until the bottom of the stem is flush with the inner top edge of the 
seat.  
 
Note:  The end of the stem containing the keyway must be toward the top of the valve body. 

5. Install a light coating of silicone or grease on the I.D. of the seat.

6. Insert the disc into the seat by lining up the disc hole with the upper stem hole of the seat.

7. With a downward pressure and rotating the stem back and forth, push the stem until the stem touches 
the bottom of the body stem hole. 
 
Note:  Make certain that when pushing the stem to the bottom of the body, the taper-pin 
grooves in the stem line up with the holes in the disc face.

8. Tap the taper-pins into their holes from the large side of the hole, making sure the pins fit tightly in 
the hole and allow no movement of the stem in the disc. 
 
Note:  Ensure that the taper-pin o-rings are in place before completing valve assembly. 

9. Replace the washers and nuts on the ends of the taper-pins.

10. Replace bushing, packing, and packing gland, and then tighten the retaining screws snugly.

11. Replace manual gear operator or power actuator on the actuator mounting flange.
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SERIES 35/36
RESILIENT SEATED BUTTERFLY VALVES

(Taper Pin Disc/Stem Connection)

1. BODY 
2. DISC
3. STEM
4. SEAT
5. STEM PACKING
6. STEM BEARING
7. TAPER PIN
8. WASHER
9. NUT
10. O-RING

11. THRUST BEARING
12. BOTTOM PLATE
13. BOTTOM PLATE GASKET
14. BOLT-HEX HEAD
15. KEY
16. STEM RETAINER
17. CAP SCREW
18. PACKING GLAND
19. BOLT-HEX HEAD
20. ID TAG
21. POP RIVET
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Appendix I
Disassembly/Assembly Instructions

Series 35/36 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves 
(Internal Spline or Keyed Disc/Stem Connection)

Disassembly – 

1. Remove the gear operator or power actuator from the actuator mounting flange.

2. Secure the valve in a horizontal position.

CAUTION

Prior to removal of the valve stems the valve disc must be secured and sup-
ported to insure it does not drop out of the valve body once the stems are 
removed.  Lay the valve down with two wood blocks located under the disc 
at the 6 o’clock and 12 o’clock positions making sure the blocks are in close 
contact with the disc but not supporting the valve. 

3.   Removal of the lower valve stem:

a. Remove the bottom plate screws, bottom plate, bottom plate gasket and thrust bearing.

b. Remove the locking nut from the tie bolt.

c. Remove the stem retainer.

d. Secure a hoist to the lower stem (end is imperial threaded).

e. Then use the hoist to remove the lower stem from the valve body.

f. Remove the stem bearing.

4.   Removal of the upper valve stem:

a. Remove the packing gland by removing the retaining screws and sliding the gland off the top 
of the stem.

b. Secure a hoist to the upper stem (end is imperial threaded).

c. Then use the hoist to remove the upper stem including the tie bolt from the valve body.

5.   Removal of the valve disc:

a. Remove the wood blocks noted above from below the disc.

b. Using a rubber hammer, pound one area of the disc (ex. 12 o’clock position) repeatedly until 
the disc clears the face of the valve body.

!
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Appendix I (Cont’d)
Disassembly/Assembly Instructions

Series 35/36 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves 
(Internal Spline or Keyed Disc/Stem Connection)

Disassembly –

6.  Removal of packing and bearings:

a. Remove the stem packing.

b. Use a slotted screwdriver to carefully remove the upper and lower stem bearings.

7.  Removal of the valve seat:

Note: Valves 54” and larger are provided with the seat bonded to the body and therefore is not 
easily field replaceable. Please contact your local Bray representative for seat replacement.

WARNING a. Set the valve body in an upright position and secure it in a floor vice ca-
pable of handling the weight of the valve body and seat.

Note:  Be sure to not clamp the seat in the vice.

b. Insert a slotted screwdriver into the space between the body and the seat on the face of the 
valve at the 12 o’clock position.

c. Carefully leverage the seat away from the body.

d. Push the seat into an oval shape and remove the seat from the body.

Assembly – 

1.  Installation of the valve seat:

Note: Valves 54” and larger are provided with the seat bonded to the body and therefore is not 
easily field replaceable. Please contact your local Bray representative for seat replacement.

WARNING a. Set the valve body in an upright position and secure it in a floor vice ca-
pable of handling the weight of the valve body and seat.

Note:  Be sure to not clamp the seat in the vice.

b. Check to assure the interior surface of the valve body is clean.

c. Install a light coating of silicone lubricant on the interior surface of the valve body.

d. Push the seat into an oval and push it into the body with seat stem holes aligned to the body 
stem holes.

!

!
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Appendix I (Cont’d)
Disassembly/Assembly Instructions

Series 35/36 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves 
(Internal Spline or Keyed Disc/Stem Connection)

Assembly –

2.   Installation of the valve disc:

Note:  Before installing the disc, check to assure the upper and lower stems are matched to the 
upper and lower stem holes in the disc.

a. With the valve still in the vice in a vertical position, hoist the upper stem with the splined end 
or the double keyed end pointing upward.

b. Push the upper stem into the stem hole of the upper body until the bottom of the stem  
exceeds the upper stem hole of the seat by 20-50 mm. 

c. Apply a light coating of silicone or grease on the I.D. of the seat.

d. Insert the disc into the seat with the splined end or the double keyed end up.

e. Push the disc into the seat while inserting the upper stem into the upper stem hole in the disc.

f. Adjust the disc to assure the lower stem hole of the disc is properly aligned with the lower 
body stem hole.

3.   Installation of the lower stem:

a. Close the valve so that the disc is inside the edge of the seat.

b. Carefully place the valve in a horizontal position assuring that there is no damage to the body 
and disc coatings and disc edge.

c. Insert the stem bearing into the bottom stem hole of the body.

d. Insert the lower stem into the body and disc. 
 
Note:  The cone-shaped end of the lower stem should be toward the center of the disc.
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Appendix I (Cont’d)
Disassembly/Assembly Instructions

Series 35/36 Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves 
(Internal Spline or Keyed Disc/Stem Connection)

Assembly –

4.   Installation of the upper stem: 

CAUTION a. Hoist the valve to an angle and secure it (be careful not to go to high so 
the lower stem does not drop out).

b. Remove the upper stem from the valve.

c. Screw the tie bolt with lock nut to the splined or the double keyed end of the upper stem, 
tighten the lock nut and insert the upper stem into the valve with the tie bolt end first. 
 
Note:  The tie bolt will go through the disc and reach to the bottom of the valve 
 
Note:  During this step, the keyway of the upper stem should be vertical to the front face 
of the valve.

5.   Installation of packing and bearings (upper valve stem):

a. Insert the stem bearing into the top hole of the body followed by the stem packing and pack-
ing gland follower.

b. Use two hexagon bolts to fasten the packing gland.

6.   Installation of packing and bearings (lower valve stem):

a. Insert the stem retainer into the bottom hole of the body using a nut to fasten it.

b. Install the locking nut on the tie bolt.

c. Install the thrust bearing, bottom plate gasket and bottom plate follower.

d. Use four hexagon bolts to fasten the bottom plate tightly.

!
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SERIES 35/36
RESILIENT SEATED BUTTERFLY VALVES

(Internal Spline Valve)
1. BODY
2. DISC
3. UPPER STEM
4. SEAT
5. KEY
6. TIE BOLT
7. STEM BEARING
8. STEM PACKING
9. PACKING GLAND 

FOLLOWER
10. PACKING GLAND

11. BOLT-HEX HD
12. LOWER STEM
13. STEM RETAINER
14. HEX NUT
15. THRUST BEARING
16. BOTTOM PLATE GASKET
17. BOTTOM PLATE
18. BOLT-HEX HD
19. ID TAG
20. POP RIVET
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SERIES 35/36
RESILIENT SEATED BUTTERFLY VALVES

(Internal Keyed Valve)
1. BODY
2. DISC
3. UPPER STEM
4. SEAT
5. KEY
6. TIE BOLT
7. STEM BEARING
8. STEM PACKING
9. PACKING GLAND  

FOLLOWER
10. PACKING GLAND

11. BOLT-HEX HEAD
12. LOWER STEM
13. STEM RETAINER
14. HEX NUT
15. THRUST BEARING
16. BOTTOM PLATE GASKET
17. BOTTOM PLATE
18. BOLT-HEX HEAD
19. ID TAG
20. POP RIVET
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Appendix J

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions
Series 36H Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Disassembly – 

1. Remove the gear operator or power actuator from the actuator mounting flange.

2. Secure the valve in a horizontal position with the taper-pin nuts facing upward. 

CAUTION

Prior to removal of the valve stem the valve disc must be secured and 
supported to insure it does not drop out of the valve body once the stem is 
removed.  Lay the valve down with two wood blocks located under the disc 
at the 6 o’clock and 12 o’clock positions making sure the blocks are in close 
contact with the disc but not supporting the valve. 

3. Remove the packing gland by removing the retaining screws and sliding the gland off the top of the 
stem.

4. Remove bottom plate and thrust bearing to expose bottom of stem.

5. Remove nuts and washers from ends of taper pins and drive taper pins out of the disc. Avoid damag-
ing the disc coating or surface when removing taper-pins.

6. Once taper-pins are removed, drive the stem, bushing, and packing out of the valve body through the 
top.

7. Remove the disc from the seat, protecting disc edge at all times.

Note:  Valve is provided with the seat bonded to the body and therefore is not easily field re-
placeable. Please contact your local Bray representative for seat replacement.

!
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Appendix J (Cont’d)

Disassembly/Assembly Instructions
Series 36H Resilient Seated Butterfly Valves

Assembly – 

1. Replace bottom thrust bearing and plate.

2. De-bur taper-pin grooves in the stem.

3. Push stem into stem hole of body until the bottom of the stem is flush with the inner top edge of the 
seat.  
 
Note:  The end of the stem containing the keyway must be toward the top of the valve body. 

4. Install a light coating of silicone or grease on the I.D. of the seat.

5. Insert the disc into the seat by lining up the disc hole with the upper stem hole of the seat.

6. With a downward pressure and rotating the stem back and forth, push the stem until the stem touches 
the bottom of the body stem hole. 
 
Note:  Make certain that when pushing the stem to the bottom of the body, the taper-pin 
grooves in the stem line up with the holes in the disc face.

7. Tap the taper-pins into their holes from the large side of the hole, making sure the pins fit tightly in 
the hole and allow no movement of the stem in the disc. 
 
Note:  Ensure that the taper-pin o-rings are in place before completing valve assembly. 

8. Replace the washers and nuts on the ends of the taper-pins.

9. Replace bushing, packing, and packing gland, and then tighten the retaining screws snugly.

10. Replace manual gear operator or power actuator on the actuator mounting flange. 
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SERIES 36H
RESILIENT SEATED BUTTERFLY VALVES

1. BODY
2. DISC
3. STEM
4. SEAT
5. STEM PACKING
6. STEM BEARING
7. TAPER PIN
8. WASHER
9. NUT
10. O-RING

11. THRUST BEARING
12. BOTTOM PLATE
13. BOTTOM PLATE GASKET
14. BOLT-HEX HEAD
15. KEY
16. STEM RETAINER
17. CAP SCREW
18. PACKING GLAND
19. BOLT-HEX HEAD
20. ID TAG
21. POP RIVET
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